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things cold as well as keep hot things hot. The vessel
must be as nearly full as possible, when put into the
haybox; but as every housewife keeps a large range of
pots this is easy. The only difficulty comes when the
goodwife wants milk during the day. If she keeps opening
up her haybox, the heat will be lost, so she must have two
hayboxes, and in one keep enough for use during the day,
and let the other be undisturbed till evening. Those who
do not want to handle bhoosa every time they use a haybox,
can avoid it by lining the bhoosa with gunny cloth. A
cushion stuffed loosely with bhoosa will do to cover the
pot, but this must be made of cloth as bhoosa will leak
through gunny cloth when it is handled.
The Imperial Institute of Dairying at Bangalore has
tested the haybox and proved conclusively that more and
cleaner ghee is produced by this method and that in odour
taste and texture it is superior to the cow-dung method.
The universal use of the haybox will increase the manure
supply by tons, will save the hard-worked housewife from
a dirty bit of drudgery, will eliminate a lot of smoke and
the cause, particularly in the hot weather, of many village
fires. It is in fact a social and agricultural reform of the
very greatest importance. As for fuel for other cooking,
tj^e method of cooking at present usual in villages is
extremely wasteful. Every pot has its own separate fire.
Chulas (grates) must be designed which will enable all or
as much as possible of the cooking to be done on one fire.
The Agricultural Institute at Allahabad has designed a
cooker with an oven on one side, a water boiler on the other,
and spaces for several pots on top. It is made of clay with
iron dampers to send the heat and smoke where desired
and could be copied in any village.
But fuel is still wanted and where is it to be got ?    In

